Stu & Mary Ellen Hartt, Chapter AB-A Directors
Hi Everybody,

I was especially proud of all the positive
feedback I heard from 3 Flags Classic particie hope everyone has been enjoypants regarding how well the finish checking their summer riding season.
point, located at the Deerfoot Inn and CasiFor the most part it has been a
no, was organized. Brain Hooker and Bob
good summer even though we
Van Nes can take credit for the organizing
have suffered with quite a bit of smoke from
but it was successful because of the many
the numerous fires burning both in Canada
volunteers that made it all work. Well done
and the USA.
again!
August has been a busy month with major
As a first-time participant in the 3 Flags Clasrides which included the BC Loop sponsored
sic, it was a rewarding exercise of endurance
by Stewart & Michelle Dickson, Wing Ding in
riding and something that others may wish
Knoxville Tennessee and Southern California
to experience at some point. Maybe ask one
Motorcycle Association (SCMA) 3 Flags Clasof your other members that went on the 3
sic running from Mexico to Calgary, with the
(Continued on page 2)
finish checkpoint hosted by GWRRA AB-A.
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Flags event if it is something that you might
be interested in trying. You have an opportunity to see many different areas of North
America on one ride. It was also very interesting that out of a total of 275 riders registered,
California, where SCMA is located, had 54 riders and Alberta had 68 riders. According to
the SCMA executive, this had not happened
before, with California usually having the most
participants. We also had a wonderful “Fish
Fry” put on in Puerto Penasco, Mexico by Gord
& Brenda Stevenson with the assistance of Jim
& Dorothy Baker. I believe they served 19 ABA members in total which was great to gather
together so far from home.
A welcome sign!

Our Chapter also put on a Trike ARC which was
organized by Roger Matas and was held at the
High River Fire Hall. The day cooperated and
under the direction of our two Certified Instructors, Gary Premech and Ron Myers, the participants exerced their motor-trike skills. Feedback from new members was this course was
very valuable and they would recommend it to
all trike riders. Our Ride Coordinator, Stewart
Dickson along with Bruce Buckley, put on an
excellent lunch for the trike participants as well
as those members that showed up to watch the
activities. It was an excellent lunch and Stew
does a great job of putting on these BBQs,
thanks.

Valet Service—the 3F way

Remember that September is a busy time of the year
with kids returning to school and the roads getting a
little busier with holidays over; it is important to make
sure we are diligent in our scanning of the roads while
we ride. We trust that we will have a good fall so our
riding season will be extended as far as we can. It is
also time to watch the weather so you prepare your
ride for the conditions that will be encountered. Enjoy
the fall and the changing of the colors.
Be safe out there,
Stu & Mary-Ellen Hartt
Calgary Chapter Directors
Drying off from a damp finish

WW
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Gary & Susan Premech, CPD Directors
For those of us that lead or tail GWRRA rides,
the Road Captain’s course is a valuable
course that teaches the proper method of
e hope those that attended Wing leading or tailing group rides. With this also
Ding this year had a safe ride and comes the confidence that as a Road Capa great trip. Did you know that
tain, you are covered by GWRRA insurance in
GWRRA has one of the best safe- case of a liability issue due to an unfortunate
ty records for motorcycle riding of any moaccident.
torcycle associations or groups? By having
programs such as the Rider Education Levels Remember to check the District webpage
Program our members have been able to
www.gwrra-prairies-district.ca. and please
learn the importance of rider safety and en- send us some photos that you would like to
joyed many a safe ride.
see on the webpage as these pictures will be
seen by all including future members.
It’s easy to be involved with as all you have
to do is participate to obtain your Level 1. By
taking an ARC or any other motorcycle safety Until next month,
course you will get your Level 2 and by add- Gary and Susan Premech
ing a First Aid course you move up to a Level Prairies District Directors
3. Then all you have to do is maintain these
WW
three levels and you will have your Level 4.
Hello to all Prairies District members,

W

Trike ARC—Aug 2018
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Lance & Kim Medcalf, Chapter AB-A MECs

I

t is hard to believe it is September already. This summer seems to have gone
by awfully fast. Although it is still too early to think about, before putting your bike
away for the winter take a look at Goldwingcalgary.com / Knowledge Tab / End of Season Maintenance. There are a few tips to keeping your motorcycle in great condition, and ready for the
next riding season.

Welcome to our newest members.
Please help us give a warm welcome to our
newest members who have joined GWRRA,
Calgary Chapter in May—June 2018.
Lyle Young
Cory Edmunds
Richard and Mary Macpherson
Terry Russell
Al Needham
Daniel Waltzer and Cindy Riley

Milestone Anniversaries in (April), June,
July and August
20 Years (Joined in 1998)
Holly Braden
15 Years (Joined in 2003)
Barry Lammle
Alex Middleton
10 Years (April 2008-sorry we missed you in
the last issue)
Gord and Brenda Stevenson
5 years (Joined in 2013)
Nancy Richter
Mark Murray
Garry Benson
Bill Poppe
Why (and how to) get Involved in GWRRA?
We have been GWRRA members for almost four
years, and have found that getting involved in
any/many of the GWRRA activities is a great way

to meet people. Not everyone has the same desire to be involved at all levels, and that is OK.
What we have found is the more we are involved,
the more we realize what a great organization
GWRRA is.

From our very first meeting, where we met other
new members who have now become good
friends, to becoming the MEC’s, or going to the
meetings, participating in any of the events or
just riding, there are always people around that
share the same love of motorcycles and riding
that we all do.
A couple of (new to us) events we participated in
this summer were:
Wings-in-the-Rockies - where we rode with 14
people we hadn’t previously ridden on an extended ride with. We enjoyed both the ride that had
been planned by Stewart & Mischelle Dickson
(with help from Gord & Brenda Stevenson), to the
great group of people we spent the weekend
with. We all had a lot of fun, and left knowing we
had a great experience, and will do it again. As a
bonus, we met up with the Edmonton group, and
although time was very limited, we determined
we would like to meet for some future events.
Volunteering for 3-Flags – although we volunteered on Sunday when it wasn’t busy, it was a
great chance to chat with other volunteers, and
get to know them better. For those that volunteered on Monday, I’m sure they had more opportunities to interact with the ride participants
as well as other volunteers.
Following are a few of the many ways you can become involved:
 Attend the monthly meetings. It’s not all busi-

ness – we have a lot of fun too. This is where
you find out what is happening in the GWRRA
community.
 Sunday morning breakfast/ride – If a casual
(Continued on page 5)
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breakfast, and possibly a ride (in season) is more your thing, this may be what you are looking
for. If you are so inclined our Ride Coordinator, Stew Dickson, would be happy to help you
sponsor a ride.
 Events – Bunco, Christmas Parties, BBQ’s, etc. There are social events planned every year. Each

one we have attended has given us the opportunity to get to know members we haven’t had
the chance to sit and chat with at a meeting or breakfast.... and they are also a lot of fun.
 Become an Officer/or hold another volunteer position – There are many positions within the

Chapter or District that may be a good fit for you. Even if someone is currently in a position
you are interested in, let someone on the executive know you are interested. You never know
when the position will become available, or the current Officer may wish to retire from this position or move on to another position.
 Take Training - Not only is the Education important, participating in the GWRRA training gets

you out on your bike and interacting with other members. The training also gives you an insight to other members you may wish to ride with or get to know more.

 Ride Ride / Ride – Ride with other members, on an Sunday group ride, with friends, family, or

just on your own. We have met so many people just being out on a ride and stopping to chat.
 Go on an Organized Ride. Whether you like a fast paced-structured ride, or a more casual-

social ride, there is a ride for you. Take the time to ask the sponsor of the ride you are interested in about the type of riding involved, and find one that fits your riding style. Not every
rider fits well with every style.
 Volunteer – The Calgary Bike Show, 2-Wheel Sunday, Ride For Dad, 3-Flags, Coordinate a

Weekend Ride, etc. All of the above are great ways to get involved and meet more riders just
like you.
2018/2019 Rallys and Rides
Did you take part in any GWRRA organized Rides or Rallies this year? Wing Ding? 3-Flags? Hoot-inthe-Ute, any of the Chapter, District, or other Chapter’s organized weekend rides? If so, we would
love to hear about them.
Wing Ding 41 is back in Nashville TN
August 27 – 31, 2019
Pre-registration ends July 22, 2019
General Public (Full Pass) $50
GWRRA Members (Full Pass) $40
Life Members (Full Pass) $20

Discounted Hotel Reservations for Wing Ding 41 will be held at the beautiful Gaylord Opryland
Resort. Reservations for these discounted blocks will begin on October 1, 2018.
Check out http://41.wing-ding.org to register or for more information.
Hope to see you out on the road sometime soon.
Until next time…
Lance & Kim Medcalf
Calgary Chapter AB-A MECs
WW
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Roger Matas, District University Coordinator

H

ere are some thoughts on safety, recently passed on to me:

(source: Wing Stuff)
We hear all the time that wearing brightly coloured vests - be it yellow, green or even orange - help
other motorists identify us easier. We hear stories from riders about how, if they weren't wearing
that shockingly loud riding gear, they most certainly would have ended up in an accident. Perhaps
you might even have a memory of being saved by your Hi-Viz Vest. If you do, we'd love you hear
about it! But, how much of it is fact? Is there more than anecdotal evidence? Does Hi-Viz apparel really keep us safer while riding our motorcycles?
According to a study out of New Zealand, it does. They looked at 463 cases where a motorcyclist
was in a crash that led to hospitalization or death, as well as 1233 roadside interviews with riders.
What did they find? Well first, most crashes occur in urban areas during the day while the weather is
fine. Furthermore, they calculated that wearing "any reflective or fluorescent clothing had a 37% lower risk" when compared to riders without it (and increased the riders confidence). They also discovered that wearing a white helmet (as opposed to black) yielded 24% lower risk. Riding with your
headlights on during the daytime (three quarters of the riders in the study did) was "associated with
a 27% lower risk."

Their conclusion? If you want to remain inconspicuous as a motorcyclist and wear dark-coloured
gear you increase the risk of injury due to a crash. If, on the other hand, you choose to wear bright
or lighter coloured gear and keep your headlights on during the day, you can considerably reduce
motorcycle crash-related injury and death. Of course, we all know that there are many additional factors out there in real-world conditions that can lead to an accident. It's nice to know, however, that
there are some simple and relatively cost effective ways to make the joy of riding more safe!
==============
Observations passed on from the trike course, regarding mounting a bike which is running and in
neutral:
On a two-wheeled bike, if someone accidently kicks it into gear, the bike will lunge forward and fall.
A trike could, however, take off and then the rider is running after it… or worse. To remedy this,
never start your bike or trike until you are sitting on it.
WW
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were 46 members in attendance and we welcomed Mike from Colorado.

 Trike

ARC is confirmed for the upcoming weekend, in High River; Stewart will host a
BBQ for the attendees. Roger provided details re time and place. Anyone that has
time to come help move cones, etc. would be greatly appreciated



A First Aid course may be offered this fall; interest has been expressed by the group.
There is also interest in a Road Captain course.



Volunteers needed for 3 Flags finish—email Bob Van Nes if you can help out. Brian
and Bob met with the 3 Flags route coordinator at the Deerfoot Inn and Casino. A request for good weather has been made. Brian suggested people could drop by, even
if not volunteering, just to see what 3 Flags is all about. Registration for the ride is
still open but the T-shirt deadline has passed. There are about 227 riders registered
at this point.
Gord and Barb will be in Puerto Penasco and will host a group get together on
Wednesday evening for anyone that is down there at this time.

 Mike

Warner from Colorado presented a
banner to GWRRA AB-A for winning the
naming contest for Hoot in the Ute. The
banner was on display at the event.

 Barry

Lammle has passes available for
Country Thunder, as an event sponsor,
which is happening this week. Members
can contact him for tickets with priority
given to those members that store their
bikes at Barry’s over the winter should
demand exceed supply.

 Stu

presented a banner GWRRA AB-B has
in some bike shops, advertising their
chapter. They’ve offered to prepare the
same banners for GWRRA AB-A, using the artwork that is already set up. It would be
approximately $150. No opposition to this idea so we will go ahead with it.

 Gary

reported his experience blowing his rear tire coming home from a trip. He left
with the tire close to the wear bar and ended up riving in very hot weather, which
may have caused premature wear. Reminder to all to check your tires before heading
out and consider the impact of weather.

 There

may be District rockers coming out to replace the Region J rockers.

 There

are ladies shirts available now with a better cut for women if interested. Shirts
are available at the meeting; Stu suggested 3 Flags finish checkpoint volunteers
should wear them if possible.
(Continued on page 8)
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Space may be added to the website for newsletters to be posted.

 October’s

meeting date will be adjusted to Tuesday to avoid conflict with Thanksgiv-

ing.


Stewart provided a recap of the BC Loop route. He noted that the ride went will and
will go again next year. Bruce had a minor medical issue on the ride but is doing
well now. He will do a write-up for a subsequent newsletter.



Stewart plans to put out a survey to guage interest in future rides to assist with his
planning as ride coordinator. Please fill them out when received.



Upcoming rides include a day trip to Radium for the car show on Sept 15; a ride to
Saskatchewan Crossing on Sept 28 to meet up with other chapters.



Stewart noted that he has a trailer and ramp available on request if someone needs
to trailer their bike anywhere.



Brenda has made a carry bag for the Chapter AED, which will fit on bikes easier than
the box.



Tracy thanked everyone for the Veteran's Food Bank donations. As of January 31,
2009 the Veteran's Food Bank will be closing and veterans will access the regular
food bank if needed. The Poppy Fund Foundation will continue to exist to help veterans with other needs, such as medical devices, living expenses, etc. As a group wil
will need to decide what we want to support going forward.



Couple of the Year—Stu talked about the couple of the year and noted that we don’t
nominate this positional annually. Dorothy and Jim Baker have had the position for a
couple of years now and have been great ambassadors for the Chapter with this
role.
The 2019 Couple of Year, who have been ride sponsors, part of the levels program
and very involved with the chapter for a long time now, will be:
GORD AND BRENDA STEVENSON!

WW
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Mischele Dickson
and Paul-Robert
Laframboise
—Ice cream for 2 at
Bragg Creek (each)

Ken Braun—gift
basket donated
by Marv of Marv’s
Classic Soda Shop
in Black Diamond

Barry Hort—Global
Fest Tickets for 2

Fred Rea—VIP tickets for
2 to Yuk Yuks

WW
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By: Suzanne Shaver
During the 2018 3 Flags ride, some members of parently, while fast, they are not graceful.
our chapter had a close encounter with some
Fortunately, Lyle had not swerved to the left
pronghorn antelopes north of Rawlins, Wyowhen the antelope ran out, choosing to stay in
ming.
the right lane and brake hard instead. He can
There were 7 bikes that had briefly joined up to advise that the antelope was close enough to
ride a short section of the 3 Flags route; present verify it was most definitely a male, as it lay on
were Lyle Higgins, Greg Gordie, Ron Syroishka, the asphalt looking stunned.
Gary Premech, Stu Hartt, Tracy Boyda and Gord
Saunders. Both groups had left Rawlins early in At the finish line the riders were all exchanging
impressions of what happened and if it had
the morning, before the sun was fully up, so it
been a truly close call. A rider in the back noted
was prime wildlife time.
all brake lights came on almost simultaneously
Shortly after leaving Rawlins, the 3 Flags route
and all the bikes started moving outward from
required a turn that caused some GPS and direc- the group formation. Their discussion led me to
tional confusion. In the course of doing some
ask why they thought they managed to safely
route correction the two groups of riders met
avoid the wildlife, riding during sunrise, in a relup and decided to carry on to the next stop to- atively large group. In other words, what went
gether. The road was a two-lane highway with
right?
passing lanes; at the time of the Close Encounter, the group was in the right lane with a pass- Tracy summed up the following:
ing lane on their left.
 Traveling in dark, everyone allowed more
space as opposed to traveling in a tighter
As the riders crested a hill Lyle, the lead rider,
pack. Staggered formation as always
caught the movement of wildlife and noted a
herd of pronghorn antelope off to the right. At  Riders were focused beyond the bike in front
the same time Lyle saw them, two broke from
of them, allowing for quicker reaction.
the herd and dashed into the road in front of
 When the antelope came out, no one panthe group. Lyle immediately hit his brakes but
icked and hit brakes hard, but rather firm
did not have time to key his mic and warn the
braking and at the same time spread out
other riders. Braking was hard but not enough
across multiple lanes giving everyone room.
to set off the ABS; Lyle was relying on the riders
behind him to react fast enough that there
 An opportunity to use some of skills taught
wouldn’t be an antelope strike or a multi-bike
at the ARC's, ie; obstacle avoidance and
accident.
emergency braking.
“The pronghorn is the fastest animal in
 No two bikes were ever even close to making
the Western Hemisphere. It can run at
contact, only the lead bike and the antelope.
speeds of up to 60 miles per hour and it
can run long distances at speeds of 30-40
 Riding appropriately for the conditions premiles per hour. It can make bounds of up
venting any incidences.
to 20 feet when it is running.”
In relaying this story, we’ve heard an uncon(Source: http://www.nhptv.org/natureworks/
firmed rumor that the “splat” behavior is how
pronghorn.htm)
they go under a fence, as opposed to general
clumsiness. Either way, clumsy or just bad timThe natural speed of the antelope certainly
helped the bikes miss the two that had run out ing, he lived to tell the tale and the riders carried on, safely, with their own story to tell.
in front of them - until the second one tripped
and landed on its face in the passing lane. ApWW
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By: Stewart Dickson
Day 1, Friday August 3rd
Mischele and I had an early start to head up to
Cochrane to meet the rest of the crew, (Lance
and Kim Medcalf, Bruce Buckley, Ron and Karen
Parkinson, Gord and Brenda Stevenson and Saul
Krygier). It was a little chilly; with the heated
seat and grips on just to keep the chill off we
wound our way from High River through Black
Diamond and Turner Valley keeping an eye out
for wildlife. We came across a few deer and one
car who collided with one.
We stopped at Smitty’s, our meeting place, and
after fueling up had a little meeting and breakfast (as we say fill up and rrrrrready to roll!). After a little planning on lead and tail - not me as I
decided to go Bluetooth at the last minute and
after changing the helmet systems out the previous night, I could not get the CB to work - we
setoff on our jolly’s with Gord leading and Bruce
tailing, south towards Longview over the Highwood Pass.
Our first stop was planned at the Fortress Services to stretch and empty the coffee; I guess
we should communicate better as we just sailed
on by. We stopped a little further down at the
pass and used the non-flushing washrooms for
some who just don’t like them (Mischele). We
then headed on down to Longview for lunch.
After a quick stop to fill the bellies we headed
down south on the 22, briefly stopping at
Lundbreck Falls, then heading west on the #3
towards Fernie. While passing through Sparwood the smoke seemed to be at the top of the
mountains, and in the distance, but clear on the
road. Traffic was not too heavy and we were
making good time.

We arrived in Fernie
where we were
joined by Brian and
Rose Perrin and Art
and Janice Armstrong to make the
group complete. After checking in we all
met and had refreshments, getting to
know one another,
then headed for a
short walk to the Bistro on the Bridge for supper
(with the exception of Bruce who took the
Spyder). The food was good and we would recommend stopping in if you are passing
through. After supper we headed back to the
hotel to settle in for the night. During the night
some of the group were awoken by sirens and
proceeded to see what was going on; Bruce had
not been feeling well and had called reception
to say he thought he was having heart trouble
so she called 911. I was woken by knocking on
the door and found Lance standing in the hallway. He explained what was going on. Bruce
was in Fernie hospital; they were keeping him in
overnight and we would catch up with him in
the morning.
Day 2, Saturday August 4th
In the morning Bruce was texting back and forth
keeping us up to date on his progress of tests
and exams. He had had a heart attack but was
okay; he was waiting for the doctor to come
back for more tests, he had arranged for family
to come and pick him up and told us to go enjoy the ride (must be a man thing). We made
sure he was okay before we decided anything,
then we took care or getting the Spyder back
home for him. Luckily, I have a truck and trailer
in High River and a daughter in Calgary; you can
guess the rest from there, they hit the road and
headed to Fernie on the Sunday.
Off we went in 2 groups and enjoyed some awesome pavement and sights heading west towards Creston. In Creston we stopped at Jim(Continued on page 12)
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my’s Pub (which also has rooms over the bar, if
you want to stay there, but not on a long weekend). The host was great and food was awesome
too.
Once back on the bikes we kept rolling, heading
North on the 3A to Crawford Bay. Just before the
ferry we stopped for a look around the Artisan’s
shops and for ice cream to cool down a bit.
Phew it was hot out!
A short hop to the ferry where we timed it perfectly, but ended up waiting for the second ferry, so we could all fit on together. We chilled and
enjoyed the chit chat and rest for 50 minutes.
We jumped off the ferry and met with AB-B Edmonton Chapter; they had been waiting for a
while as Wally didn’t receive my text about timing having turned of his cellular data for texting.
The two groups visited for a while and had a
group photo, grabbed a bite to eat then headed
in our different directions

Page 12

After a quick meeting and fuel topped off we
then headed out in different groups and enjoyed
some awesome pavement. We headed north towards New Denver where we were supposed to
meet at the Silverton Camp Café. Guess our
group was enjoying the ride so much that we
passed on through and missed the café. We
stopped in New Denver at a little cozy coffee
shop for refreshments and to stretch a few muscles. After group 2 caught up with us, as they
stopped in Silverton, we headed east to Kaslo
where we enjoyed some tremendous pavement
with nice twists and headed back up and over
the Salmo, it was nice and cool in a few spots as
we headed up and over. Luckily there were no
big B Trains on the hill and none in the runaway
lanes too.
As we headed back into Creston for some relaxation after a fantastic day we checked into the
Ramada and chilled with a cold one and a superb meal in Ricky’s grill.
I would recommend this stop for any group that
wants to camp with those who want to hotel as
there is a campground next door; we should explore the campground on our next trip and
check it out for future rides.

We then headed off on the 3A to Castlegar
where we stayed at the Super 8 with the Big
Black Cock outside. After checking in and freshening up we met in the Black Rooster for supper.
Day 3, Sunday August 5th
Another free Breakfast at the Super 8 was quite
funny this morning, as we were meeting on Pacific Time. I didn’t tell Mischele, as she is normally a last-minute person, so when we met
downstairs she was puzzled about where everyone was. Well Ron, Karen and I just laughed as
we were an hour early! We had time for coffee
and toast this morning.

(Continued on page 13)
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Day 4, Monday August 6th
After a quick free hotel breakfast and meeting
we headed back east to Cranbrook for a quick
coffee and tea stop and to stretch the legs before heading back to the Super 8 in Fernie to
load up Bruce’s Spyder. My daughter had picked
up my truck and trailer to haul it back for him so
they had a short break in Fernie and did a couple of hikes over the weekend.

Page 13

Lundbreck falls and carrying on to Longview for
a quick stop and say our goodbyes before we all
headed home. Lance and Kim followed me home
and waited for the truck and trailer so we could
take Bruce’s Spyder home to him.
Bruce was in great spirits and had been released
from the hospital after some treatment.
A big thank you to all; we had an awesome time.
We did what we do best, had fun, rode safe and
had a blast, special thanks to Gord and Brenda
for their help in making this happen for all of us

We continued east and headed to Sparwood for a
quick lunch and coffee. We lost Mischele as she See you all for another great ride in 2019
decided to have a short run in the truck and enStewart and
joy the air-conditioning; the kids didn’t hear
where we were stopping and just carried on until Mischele
Longview.
After a quick stop we then headed east through
some traffic, as everyone and their dog was going home, when we came to a stop in Coleman
and crawled through. Little delay as heay traffic
and vehicles turning left into the gas station.
Word of caution, if you pull a camper and have a
bolt on hitch to the bumper, make sure it is designed to carry the weight as we saw one with
the bumper pulled off with the weight of the
family’s pedal cycles. After passing through
Coleman we headed straight east missing the

WW
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Greeting Cards: If you know of any member, their spouse, or immediate family who would
appreciate receiving a greeting card from our Chapter please contact Judy Istvan, email address judy.istvan @ nucleus.com. Judy will arrange to send the appropriate card on behalf of
the Calgary Chapter.
Veterans Food Bank: Please remember the men and women who committed themselves to
ensure the freedoms that all Canadians enjoy every day of our lives. Bring your non-perishable
food items or monetary contributions to the Monthly Chapter Meetings and help support the
Veteran's Food Bank. Thank you to all who choose to support this worthwhile cause.
Distance Challenge 2018: The Distance Challenge torch has been passed on to Tracy Boyda!
If you did not participate in the 2017 challenge but want to participate in the 2018 challenge
be sure to send your beginning odometer reading before you start your riding season. Send
odometer readings to Tracy at assistantchapterdirector @ goldwingcalgary.com and include
"Odometer Reading" in the subject line. If you want you can send a photo of your odometer as
well and please remember to update your odometer readings if you change bikes mid-season.
WW

Classified Ads
The Classified ads are free to all members and associates
of the GWRRA. While advertised items do not have to be
Gold Wing related, we do insist that all ads pertain to motorcycling. Ads will appear on a space available basis for
one month. Should you wish to continue to run your ad
for a second or succeeding month, you must resubmit or
renew your ad. Deadline for submission is the first
Monday of each month. To post an ad or if the item is

Wanted!
Hitch for 2017 GL1800. Please contact
Stewart Dickson if you have one looking for
a new home.
Stew_dickson @ outlook.com

NOTE: Email addresses in this publication are displayed in a manner that will deter automatic address
harvest programs. This step is taken to reduce unsolicited email to any email addresses we post. We regret any inconvenience caused for our legitimate
visitors.
Remove all the spaces in the email address to
make it work.
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CALGARY AREA STAFF
Chapter Directors
Stu & Mary Ellen Hartt
chapter director @ goldwing calgary.com

403-238-3272

Tracy & Elaine Boyda
403-279-0383
assistant chapter director @ goldwing calgary.com

Membership Enhancement Coordinators
Lance & Kim Medcalf
403-988-7592 and 403-771-0622
mec @ goldwing calgary.com

Quartermaster
403-283-0311

Newsletter Editor
Suzanne Shaver
editor @ goldwing calgary.com

Canadian Prairies Dist. Membership Enhancement
Tracy Boyda
403-279-0383
Tboyda @ telus.net

403-903-5753

Rider Course Instructor
403-333-9914

Special Events Coordinator
403-256-0912

Webmaster
Roger Matas
webmaster @ goldwing calgary.com

Canadian Prairies Ass’t District Educator
Kim Coubrough
k.coubrough @ fcl.ca

403-256-7683

Rider Educator

Ron Syroishka
specialevents @ goldwing calgary.com

Canadian Prairies District Educator
Alex Middleton
403-274-4223
amiddleton @ shaw.ca

Canadian Prairies District University Coordinator
Roger Matas
403-903-5733
Roger.matas @ gmail.com

Stewart Dixson
ride coordinator @ goldwing calgary.com

Terry Burrill
rci @ goldwing calgary.com

Canadian Prairies District Directors
Gary & Susan Premech
403-238-8478
gpremech @ gmail.com

Canadian Prairies District Ride Coordinator
Ron Syroishka
wingit @ telus.net

Ride Coordinator

Roger Matas
rider education @ goldwing calgary.com

GWRRA TOLL FREE NUMBER
(CANADA & US) 1-800-843-9460

403-519-4132

Treasurer
Eric Roberts
treasurer @ goldwing calgary.com

GWRRA NATIONAL LEADERS

PRAIRIES DISTRICT TEAM

Assistant Chapter Directors

Jeff Webber
quartermaster @ goldwing calgary.com
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403-903-5753

“Friends for Fun,
Safety,
and Knowledge”
Come ride with us.…
…..Everyone Welcome!
For the latest updates on what
we are doing and where we’re
going, check out our website:
www.goldwingcalgary.com

Canadian Prairies Dist. Motorist Awareness Coordinator
Vacant
Canadian Prairies District Treasurer
Eric Roberts
403-256-7683
Eric.roberts @ shaw.ca

Monthly Meetings
Monthly meetings are held on the 2nd Monday
of each month. This is a time to share information and to meet old and new friends who
like to ride together for FUN, Safety and
Knowledge. See you at the next meeting at the
Fox Hollow Golf Club, 9th Street and 32nd
Avenue N.E. Dinner at 6:30 PM; Meeting at

Rain, snow, or shine, we meet for breakfast
every Sunday morning about 9 AM (Fox Hollow
opens at 8:00). This is a great year round way
to stay in touch with your
GWRRA friends. So, if you have missed the opportunity to join us for breakfast recently, why
don’t you come on over to:

Fox Hollow Golf Club

